Register by clicking: [https://is.gd/iaqa03212019](https://is.gd/iaqa03212019)

8:00-8:30   Sign In

8:30-8:45   Introductions and Chapter Update
            *Jason Dobranic, PhD*
            *IAQA Houston Chapter Director*

8:45-10:15  Building Solution Fusion
            *Claudette Hanks Reichel, Ed.D.*
            *Professor and Extension Housing Specialist, Louisiana State University AgCenter*

LaHouse Resource Center, an educational demonstration house on the Louisiana State University campus, tapped the expertise of numerous prominent building scientists, designers, and educators to blend high-efficiency, resilience, health, convenience, appeal, and economic benefits in its four high-performance residential building systems. **Dr. Claudette Hanks Reichel**, who spearheaded its creation, will present highlights and insights on how and why LaHouse achieved and stimulates “building solution fusion”, the balanced integration of all the above attributes for this region’s hot-humid climate, hazards, resources, and people.

Dr. Claudette Hanks Reichel is Professor and Extension Housing Specialist with Louisiana State University AgCenter. She serves as Director of LaHouse Resource Center, a public exhibit of multiple high performance housing solutions and hub of Extension education programs to advance resource-efficient, durable and healthy housing for the southern climate and natural hazards. Dr. Reichel has developed numerous educational outreach programs and resources relating to housing, including energy-efficiency, healthy homes, hurricane and flood resilience and others.

10:15-10:30  Break

10:30-12:00  Air Filtration and Indoor Air Quality
            *Jim Rosenthal, CAFS*
            *Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Air Relief Technologies, Inc.*

Do air filter test results reflect indoor air quality? As it turns out - the answer is no. There are a myriad of other factors such as particle size, system run time, activity in the space, outdoor to indoor particle transfer and filter installation that come into play. This session will cover these and address some of the drawbacks of other 'air cleaning devices.'

Jim Rosenthal is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Air Relief Technologies, Inc., the parent company of Tex-Air Filters, Allergy Clean Environments and Allergy, Air & More. Mr. Rosenthal has over 20 years of experience in the air filtration and environmental control industries and has been active in the National Air Filtration Association (NAFA), serving as President in 2009-2010. He is a Certified Air Filter Specialist (CAFS) by NAFA. He was also President of the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America – Texas Chapter from 1998 to 2013. Jim has given over 50 presentations and training seminars on air filtration and indoor air quality. He is also a frequent contributor of articles on air filtration, indoor air chemistry and indoor air quality to national trade journals and technical journals. His articles have appeared in Indoor Environment Connections, Air Media, RSES Journal and the Journal of Indoor Air.

12:00-1:00  Lunch (Networking Opportunity)
The IAQA Houston Chapter is now partnering with the Southwest Center for Occupational and Environmental Health to bring you this meeting!

IAQA Meeting Location
UTH Health Operations Center Building
1851 Crosspoint Ave.
Rio Grande Room 2.200 (2nd floor)
Houston, TX 77054 [Map]

Note this location is not directly inside the Texas Medical Center
The UTHealth Operations Center Building is closer to 610 South Loop West/Fannin South/ West Belfort area.

Parking Information - Please Park in Visitor Lot C Only
Parking is FREE for SWCOEH events at the UTHealth Operations Center Building, but restricted to Visitor Lot C. Visitor Lot C is slightly hidden. When entering the driveway, you will be facing north (towards downtown) and the OCB building will be on your left. Drive about 50 feet, past the parking spaces on your right, labeled Per Se' Parking Only. Drive beyond the speed bump and beyond the guard shack until you see an opening in the chain link fence on your right. Turn right into this opening. This fenced-in area is Visitor Lot C. Parking map: [https://is.gd/utocbparking](https://is.gd/utocbparking)

OCB Building Logistics - Follow the Signs to 2nd Floor
Please bring your Government ID or another form of legal ID to check-in with security at reception. Enter at the front of the building that is facing Crosspoint Ave. After leaving the security reception area, walk left down hallway, left to elevator, take elevator to 2nd floor. Exit elevator and the Rio Grande Room is to the left around the corner, room 2.200. Please sign-in to confirm attendance.

This event is supported in part by the Southwest Center for Occupational and Environmental Health (SWCOEH), through award no. T420H008421 from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) of the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention.

Register for meeting by clicking: [https://is.gd/iaqa03212019](https://is.gd/iaqa03212019)